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Abstract
Environmental contours are used in structural reliability analysis of marine and coastal structures
as an approximate means to locate the boundary of the distribution of environmental variables, and
hence sets of environmental conditions giving rise to extreme structural loads and responses. Outline
guidance concerning the application of environmental contour methods is given in recent design
guidelines from many organisations. However there is lack of clarity concerning the differences
between approaches to environmental contour estimation reported in the literature, and regarding
the relationship between the environmental contour, corresponding to some return period, and the
extreme structural response for the same period. Hence there is uncertainty about precisely when
environmental contours should be used, and how they should be used well. This article seeks to
provide some assistance in understanding the fundamental issues regarding environmental contours
and their use in structural reliability analysis. Approaches to estimating the joint distribution
of environmental variables, and to estimating environmental contours based on that distribution,
are described. Simple software for estimation of the joint distribution, and hence environmental
contours, is illustrated (and is freely available from the authors). Extra assumptions required to
relate the characteristics of environmental contour to structural failure are outlined. Alternative
response-based methods not requiring environmental contours are summarised. The results of an
informal survey of the metocean user community regarding environmental contours are presented.
Finally, recommendations about when and how environmental contour methods should be used are
made.
Keywords: extreme, structural reliability, return value, environmental contour, structural
response, joint probability, IFORM.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Metocean design
Currently, numerous approaches for establishing design criteria for metocean loads and responses
of marine structures and coastal facilities are used by different practitioners. Some of these are
included in marine industry standards and guidelines; others are internal standards of different or-
ganisations active in ocean engineering. Rigorous comparison of some approaches has been reported
in the literature, but there is still uncertainty in the user community regarding the relative merits
of different approaches. Within the marine industry, estimation of a joint metocean description has
been considered for more than thirty years. It was shown that typically, environmental forces on
marine structures may be reduced by 5% to 40% by accounting for the lack of complete dependence
between metocean variables (wind, wave, current, etc.) traditionally used in design (e.g. E&P Fo-
rum 1985, Feld et al. 2018). Development of reliability methods (e.g. Madsen et al. 1986) and
their implementation by some parts of the industry in the 1980s brought joint probabilities into
focus: they are required for a consistent treatment of the loading in Level III reliability analysis
and for assessment of the relative importance of various metocean variables during extreme load
and response conditions, fatigue damage and at failure.
Until the middle of the 1990s, very few metocean data sets of sufficient quality were available,
limiting development of joint probability models: this has changed during the last twenty years.
Comprehensive hindcast data are now available for locations world-wide, including simultaneous
values for wind, waves, current, sea water level, ice and snow of sufficient quality and duration.
Today joint probabilities are referenced in industry standards and guidelines (e.g. IACS 2001,
DNVGL-RP-C205 2017, NORSOK N-003 2017, ISO19901-1 2015). They are required for applica-
tion of the Formal Safety Assessment (FSA) methodology in rule development, providing risk based
goal-oriented regulations that are well balanced with respect to acceptable risk levels and economic
considerations, as recommended in IMO (2001).
Different standards describing the application of joint probability methods exist. ISO19901-
1 (2015), DNVGL-RP-C205 (2017) and NORSOK N-003 (2017) suggest that joint probability
methods should be applied if reliable simultaneous data exist. NORSOK N-003 (2017) further
recommends that the duration of a data should be sufficiently long to capture the probability of
occurrence for all combinations of importance regarding predictions of metocean actions and action
effects. Further, in a case of wind, wave and current it recommends that at least three years
of simultaneous data is required to characterise the lack of complete dependence between these
variables reliably in design.
Given that it is possible to establish a model for the “short-term” distribution of response given
sea state parameters (for example, for a three hour sea state), NORSOK N-003 (2017) states that
the designer has essentially three different risk-based approaches to estimating the “long-term”
distribution of response (corresponding to hundreds or thousands of years): a) the so-called “all
short-term conditions” (or “all sea state”) approach, b) the “storm event“ approach, and c) the
environmental contour method, an approximate method using only short-term analysis.
There are two distinct joint probability approaches in widespread use in coastal engineering prac-
tice in the UK (e.g. DEFRA / Environment Agency 2005). These are (a) a simplified method that
involves the use of joint probability contours (JPC) and (b) a risk-based statistical method. Both
approaches are implemented within the widely-used JOIN-SEA software system (HR Wallingford
1998; Hawkes et al. 2002).
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1.2. Environmental contours
The environmental contour defines a set of extreme sea state conditions, and can be used to
approximate extreme values of long-term structural response extremes by considering only a few
short-term metocean conditions. Environmental contours are appealing since they can be speci-
fied for a given metocean environment independently of any structure; they are also linked to a
well-established approach to structural design, familiar to practitioners. To establish them, joint
probabilities of metocean parameters, historically in the metocean community in the form of ta-
bles, are needed. The idea behind the method is to define contours in the metocean space (for
example, HS , TP ) along which extreme responses with given return period should lay. It is a sim-
plified and approximate method compared with full long-term response analysis but requires less
computational effort.
All environmental contour methods have a common goal of summarising the tail of the joint
distribution of environmental variables, with a view to learning about the distribution of extreme
structural response within a prescribed return period. This is achieved by identifying combinations
of environmental variables (sometimes referred to as governing conditions) responsible for extreme
structural response. Structural responses for combinations of environmental conditions lying on the
contour can be used to estimate the extreme response due to a sea state with the same return period
as the contour. Importantly, only combinations of metocean parameters lying on the contour need
be considered. With additional a priori knowledge of the response, it is possible to limit the interval
of the contour over which to evaluate structural response, substantially reducing the computational
effort for calculating extreme response. An underlying assumption is that the extreme N -year
response is governed by sea state conditions on the N -year environmental contour.
Contours estimated using different methods will be different in general, since each method makes
different assumptions in characterising the environment, or seeks to summarise the environment in
a different way. Hence, the choice of environmental contour method will influence the estimation
of the distribution of extreme response.
Nevertheless, the environmental contour approach may be useful for early phase concept eval-
uation. For example, as stated by NORSOK N-003 (2017), if the application under consideration
is of a very non-linear nature, an extensive model test program may be necessary to model the
short-term variability for all important metocean conditions; the environmental contour approach
can help identify those conditions.
Some approaches to estimation of environmental contours (for example IFORM, Winterstein
et al. 1993) make additional explicit assumptions regarding the nature of structural failure surfaces
expressed in terms of (potentially transformed) environmental variables. When these assumptions
are valid, statements regarding the relative magnitude of the exceedance probability of the N -year
environmental contour and the N -year structural failure probability can be made more reasonably.
However it is not always clear that the additional assumptions are satisfied for a given application.
The environmental contour procedure as given by NORSOK N-003 (2017) can be summarised as:
(a) Establish environmental contours of the metocean characteristics (e.g. HS , TP ) corresponding
to some annual non-exceedance probability 1 − 1/T (for a T -year return period); (b) Identify the
worst metocean condition along the contour for the response under consideration; (c) For this sea
state, determine the distribution function for the appropriate three-hour (or possible one-hour)
extreme value for the response under consideration; and (d) Estimate the value of the response
(corresponding to the same annual non-exceedance probability 1 − 1/T ) using the quantile of
the distribution of response (from (c)) with non-exceedance probability α. A value α = 0.9 is
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recommended for ULS (the ultimate limit state), and α = 0.95 for ALS (the accidental limit state).
The standard provides some guidance as to the adequacy of the approach in terms of the width
of the distribution of response in (c). Although this standard discusses the environmental contour
method for sea states of length three hours, the procedure can be applied to sea states of any
appropriate length (for example, 30 minutes); we use three-hour sea states here for consistency and
ease of explanation.
DNVGL-RP-C205 (2017) recommends two environmental contour approaches: IFORM (Win-
terstein et al. 1993, procedure similar to NORSOK N-003 (2017) above), and a constant probability
density approach (Haver 1987). The procedure for the latter can be summarised as: (a) Estimate
a joint environmental model of sea state variables of interest; (b) Estimate the extreme value for
the governing variable for the prescribed return period, and associated values for other variables
(for example, 100-year HS and conditional median TP ); and (c) Develop a contour line from the
joint model or scatter diagram as the contour of constant probability density going through the
parameter combination mentioned above.
Using the environmental contour, an estimate of the extreme response is obtained by searching
along the contour for the condition giving maximum characteristic extreme response. The contour
method is affected by uncertainties related to metocean data and adopted joint models and has its
own limitations which are pointed out by DNVGL-RP-C205 (2017) and NORSOK N-003 (2017).
It will tend to underestimate extreme response levels because it neglects short term variability of
response between different realisations of sea states. Both standards recommend approaches based
on Winterstein and Engebretsen (1998) to account for this, including (a) increasing the return
period corresponding to the contour, and hence inflating the environmental contours; (b) replacing
the stochastic response by a fixed fractile level higher than the median value; or (c) applying
multipliers of the median extreme response estimates, to introduce more conservatism.
In the coastal engineering community, contours of joint exceedance probability of environmental
variables are estimated using the JPC method (a) to find design events that form the boundary
conditions for numerical and physical models for the purposes of structural design; and (b) to
estimate return values of overtopping and overflow rates corresponding to some return period for
use in flood mapping and risk analysis (CIRIA 1996, 2007). A series of combinations of values of
environmental variables from the contour are tested in order to find the worst case value of the
response. This worst case value is then assumed to have the same return period as the return
period associated with the environmental contour. Since again, without further assumptions, there
is no link between environmental contour and structural response, there are obvious short-comings
to this approach, which are well recognised (e.g. Gouldby et al. 2017).
The performance of different environmental contour methods has been investigated in several
studies, including work by some of the current authors (including Jonathan et al. 2014a; Vanem and
Bitner-Gregersen 2015; Gouldby et al. 2017; Vanem 2017). After consideration of the fundamental
mathematical differences between different contour methods, it is unreasonable in general to expect
to find any consistent trends in comparisons of contour methods across different applications. The
characteristics of different environmental contour methods must be assessed on an application-
by-application basis. There are a number of more fundamental reviews of environmental contour
methods, including excellent recent work by Haselsteiner et al. (2017).
1.3. End-user survey
As part of the ECSADES research project (see Section 7), a survey was conducted on end-user
practice in the use of environmental contours. The survey, receiving 19 respondents from industry
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and academia, consisted of questions aimed at establishing the following: (a) Frequency of use of
environmental contours in structural reliability and design; (b) Variety in methods used to define
the contour and popular sources of guidance and literature; (c) Variety in application of contours
(how is information from the contour used); and (d) Perceived advantages and disadvantages of
using environmental contours.
Further details of the survey can be found in Appendix A.1. Two key insights resulted from
the survey. Firstly, though respondents cited varying frequency of application of contours, they
did appear to agree on contours forming an integral part of reliability assessment and design.
Respondents cited contours as an “industry-accepted approach to approximating N -year responses
quickly” (when compared to long-term time-domain methods), especially when there is little or no
knowledge about the structure being designed - the same environmental contour potentially being
applicable to a range of responses. Secondly, respondents cited that there is no single standard
approach to defining the contour nor to applying it in the estimation of responses. Seven key sources
of guidelines were cited, part of a collection of over fifty relevant papers collected by the authors
of this paper. Further, respondents expressed concern over a lack of understanding of the meaning
of the contours and the risks associated with naive application of statistical methods leading to
physically unreasonable contours. The level of interest in application offshore is greater in Norway
than other locations, although coastal practitioners use contours widely.
These insights highlight the need for clarity both on the modelling choices available when defining
contours, and on the applicability of contours given the information available for a given structure
and environment. We have attempted to address the majority of comments emerging from the
survey in this paper
1.4. Objective and outline
The objective of this article is to (a) Overview the statistical ideas underpinning environmental
contour methods, (b) Highlight fundamental differences between methods, (c) Explain the link
between environmental contour and structural failure probability claimed by some approaches, (d)
Provide simple software to allow a metocean practitioner to estimate a sensible model for general
settings (based on extreme value analysis of a historical sample from the environment), and (e)
Provide basic guidance regarding when and how environmental contour methods should be used
sensibly.
The layout of the article is as follows. Section 2 discusses fundamental issues regarding the mean-
ing and definition of return value in a multivariate setting, and lack of invariance of a probability
density function under transformation of variables. It also discusses the procedure typically used
to estimate the distribution of so-called “long-term” statistics (such as the N -year maximum re-
sponse) from “short-term” statistics (such as the distribution of maximum response in a three-hour
sea state). Section 3 provides a description of different families of models for the joint distribu-
tion of environmental variables. Section 4 outlines the different kinds of environmental contours
discussed in the literature. It also outlines a rationale to relate the characteristics of an environ-
mental contour with a structural failure surface for some response, and describes an approach to
modify environmental contours to account for the short-term variability of maximum response in a
three-hour sea state. Section 5 provides a discussion of case studies used to illustrate the competing
characteristics of different environmental contour methods, and the challenges of linking contour
with response. Section 6 provides discussion, and a concluding protocol to aid the practitioner in
deciding when and how to apply environmental contour approaches reasonably.
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2. Return values, transformation of variables and long-term statistics
In this section, we start by considering the definition of a univariate return value, and consider
the issues in extending this concept to the multivariate case. We illustrate the sensitivity of the
probability density function for the joint distribution of environmental variables to transformation
of variables. We also describe how the characteristics of a response for a sea state (“short-term”)
can be used to estimate its characteristics over an extended period of time (“long-term”).
2.1. Univariate return values
Estimation of extremes for a single variable X is relatively straightforward and has been studied
extensively (e.g. Coles 2001). Given a representative set of independent observations of X spanning
many years, extreme value analysis can be used to estimate the distribution FMX,1 of the annual
maximum MX,1. This in turn can be used to estimate the T -year return value xT by solving the
equation
Pr(MX,1 > xT ) = 1− FMX,1(xT ) = 1/T . (1)
The T -year return value xT for a single variable is therefore well-defined in terms of the tail of the
cumulative distribution function FMX,1 of the annual maximum MX,1 of X.
2.2. Multivariate return values
Unfortunately, the joint return value for two or more variables (X,Y ) cannot be uniquely defined
(e.g. Serinaldi 2015). For example, in the case of two variables (X,Y ), we could define the return
value (xT , yT ) in terms of the joint distribution FMX,1,MY,1 of the annual maxima MX,1,MY,1 using
Pr(MX,1 > xT ,MY,1 > yT ) = 1− FMX,1,MY,1(xT , yT ) = 1/T . (2)
However, it is immediately apparent that there is no unique solution to this equation; given any
pair (xT , yT ) which satisfies the equation, we can increase xT slightly, and reduce yT such that the
equation is still satisfied. That is, there is a continuum of solutions to the equation, which we can
write as the set {xT (θ), yT (θ)} indexed by parameter θ ∈ C. As we vary θ, the pair (xT (θ), yT (θ))
maps out a contour (corresponding to {xT (θ), yT (θ)}) of constant exceedance probability 1/T in
(x, y)-space. We note for clarity, that a contour refers to a closed curve in some space ((x, y)-space
here), on which the value of some function is constant.
We can rewrite the last equation as
Pr(MX,1 > xT ,MY,1 > yT ) = Pr(MY,1 > yT |MX,1 > xT ) Pr(MX,1 > xT ) = 1/T ,
motivating a definition of return value for the pair in terms of a marginal return value of MX,1
and a conditional return value of MY,1 given MX,1. Two boundary cases exist: (a) when MX,1
and MY,1 are perfectly correlated, points (xT , yT ) on the solution contour would satisfy Pr(MX,1 >
xT ) = 1/T since Pr(MY,1 > yT |MX,1 > xT ) = 1 in this case, and (b) when MX,1 and MY,1 are
independent, solutions (xT , yT ) would satisfy Pr(MY,1 > yT ) Pr(MX,1 > xT ) = 1/T since now
Pr(MY,1 > yT |MX,1 > xT ) = Pr(MY,1 > yT ). In general, the extent of dependence between pair
MX,1 and MY,1 will be somewhere between perfect dependence (a) or independence (b).
To illustrate the importance of dependence in practice, we could for example choose to use
the 100-year maximum wave height, wind speed and current speed to estimate the environmental
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loading with a return period of 100 years. If winds, waves and currents are perfectly correlated, the
probability of this combination of variables occurring would be 10−2 per annum as required. But if
the variables were independent, the probability of this combination of variables occurring would be
10−6 per annum, considerably less than 10−2. Some design codes and guidelines suggest taking the
100-year return period of one (dominant) variable together with the values of associated variables
corresponding to shorter return periods to accommodate dependence between variables (e.g. Feld
et al. 2018). The DNV recommended practice for on-bottom stability of pipelines suggests the
combination of the 100-year return condition for waves combined with the 10-year return condition
for current or vice-versa, when detailed information about the joint probability of waves and current
is not available.
In summary: the concept of return value is not uniquely defined for more than one variable.
In order to specify design values for more than one variable rationally, we need to understand
and exploit the joint distribution of the variables. This leads naturally to consideration of joint
probabilities, of environmental contours, and of structure variables (such as structural response
to environmental loading) which capture the important joint characteristics of (a multivariate)
environment in terms of a single “structure” or response variable (see Section 4).
2.2.1. Transformation of variables
Suppose we describe the environment in terms of variables (X,Y ) and a distribution with joint
density fX,Y (x, y). Suppose further we choose also to describe the environment in terms of trans-
formed variables (a(X), b(Y )). Then the corresponding density fa(X),b(Y )(a(x), b(y)) is given by
fa(X),b(Y )(a(x), b(y)) = fX,Y (x, y)
∣∣∣∣∂(a(x), b(y))∂(x, y)
∣∣∣∣
6= fX,Y (x, y) in general ,
because of the influence of the final Jacobian term on the right hand side of the first line. As a
result, if the set of values {x(θ), y(θ)} (for θ ∈ C, say) yield constant density in (X,Y )-space, the
transformed set {a(x(θ)), b(y(θ))} will not do so in (a(X), b(Y ))-space (if the absolute value of the
Jacobian is not unity). Thus, contours of constant probability density on one scale will not be so
on a different scale. However, contours defined in terms of cumulative distribution functions are
invariant to monotonic transformations of variables: for example, a bivariate contour estimated in
terms of X and Y would be equivalent to that estimated in terms of a(X) and a(Y ).
2.2.2. Distribution of the N -year maximum response
We can formally evaluate the distribution FMR,N of the N -year maximum response MR,N (in
any 3-hour sea state, e.g. Jonathan and Ewans 2007, Jonathan et al. 2008) using
FMR,N (r) = exp [−λN (1− FR(r))]
where λ is the expected number of storms per annum, and FR(r) is the distribution of maximum

















where f{Xi}|S({xi}|s) is the joint density of sea state variables for a storm of s sea states, and
fS(s) is the density of the number of sea states in a storm. FR|{Xi}(r|{xi}) is the distribution
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where FR|X(r|x) is the distribution of maximum response in a sea states with variables X. If
we have access to all of the distributions above, we can use Monte Carlo simulation, numerical
integration, importance sampling or similar to estimate FMR,N . When this calculation is feasible,
we can directly estimate the joint distribution FX|MR,N of the environmental variables given the
occurrence of a N -year maximum response (in a 3-hour sea state); these values are often called asso-
ciated values for the environmental variables given the N -year response, and can be represented as
environmental contours using the methods of Section 4.3-4.4. However, this calculation can be com-
putationally complex, for example when the evaluation of FR|X is demanding, potentially involving
time-domain simulation of environment-structure interaction, finite element analysis, etc.; other
approximate approaches, including those exploiting environmental contours, are then appealing, as
explained in Section 5.
In the coastal engineering literature, discussion tends to be in terms of “risk-based” estimation
as opposed to estimation of “long term response”, since key concerns are the annual probability of
failure or expected annual damage, over a particular epoch (for example, “present day” or “2050”).
3. Modelling the joint distribution of environmental variables
Given a sample {xi}ni=1 with xi = {xi1, xi2, ..., xim} from the joint distribution of m environ-
mental variables X = (X1, X2, ..., Xm), a number of different models for the joint distribution have
been reported in the literature. Models can be categorised as being parametric (adopting a func-
tional form for the density of the joint distribution) or non-parametric (typically using kernels for
density estimation).
3.1. Non-parametric models
The simplest form of non-parametric density estimation is kernel density estimation. The joint





for n kernel functions k with common parameters P centred at each of {xi}ni=1 such that for any
x′ ∫
x
k(x;x′,P)dx = 1 .
A typical kernel choice might be the multivariate normal density φ(x;x′,Σ) with mean x′ and
covariance matrix Σ. Some of the parameters P can be set prior to estimation, and the remainder
estimated by maximum likelihood estimation. For example, in the case of the multivariate normal
density, we might set Σ = h2Im (where Im is the m×m identify matrix) so that the model-fitting
problem is reduced to estimating a single kernel width parameter h.
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Kernel density models are suitable in general for the description of the body of a distribution,
and the choice of kernel parameters P tends not to be too critical to estimate central characteristics.
In contrast, kernel density models are not suitable to describe tails of distributions, since the tail
(away for locations of observations {xi}ni=1) is strongly influenced by the choice of kernel k and
kernel parameters P .
3.2. Copula models
Consider a two-dimensional (HS , TP ) environment. We might try to describe the joint density
of HS and TP as the product of marginal densities fHS (h), fTP (t) for HS and TP , and a function
ρ2(FHS (h), FTP (t)) describing their dependence
fHS ,TP (h, t) = fHS (h)fTP (t)ρ2(FHS (h), FTP (t))
where FHS (h) and FTP (t) are marginal cumulative distribution functions for HS and TP . ρ2 is the
probability density function of a two-dimensional copula, a multivariate probability distribution
for which the marginal probability distribution of each variable is uniform. Copula models are
useful since they focus on describing the dependence structure between random variables. Before
estimating the copula model, we fit marginal distributions to HS and TP ; tails of marginal distri-
butions can be estimated using extreme value models. In general for set X = {X1, X2, ..., Xm} of





 ρm(FX1(x1), FX1(x2), ..., FXm(xm))
where ρm is the density of an m-dimensional copula. There is a huge literature on copulas (e.g.
Nelsen (2006), Jaworski et al. 2010), and there are many families of copulas (including the Gaussian
and Archimedian), and some (so-called max-stable or inverted max-stable copulas) more suited to
the descriptions of extreme environments. Durante and Salvadori (2009) illustrate the specification
and estimation of multivariate extreme value models using copulas. Gudendorf and Segers (2010)
discusses the special class of extreme value (or max-stable) copulas appropriate for describing joint
tails of distributions of component-wise maxima. Ribatet and Mohammed (2012) provides an
excellent review of extreme value copulas and their relationship to max-stable processes. Copula
methods have received some attention in the ocean engineering literature. Fazeres-Ferradosa et al.
(2018) discuss the use of copulas in metocean design. Montes-Iturrizaga and Heredia-Zavoni (2015,
2016, 2017) discuss the estimation of environmental contours using copula methods. Bender et al.
(2014) and Serafin and Ruggiero (2014) propose bivariate extreme value models incorporating
non-stationary marginal and dependence inference. Asymmetric copula models were found to be
necessary to model HS , TZ by Vanem (2016).
3.3. Hierarchical conditional models
In a hierarchical model, the structure of the dependence between environmental parameters
takes on a particularly advantageous form. Again consider the case of HS and TP ; the joint density
fHS ,TP (h, t) can be written in the form
fHS ,TP (h, t) = fTP |HS (t|h)fHS (h).
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It is always possible to factorise the joint density into the product of densities. For HS and
TP , because of their physical characteristics, the densities fTP |HS and fHS are relatively simple:
a Weibull distribution for HS has been used for many years, and a log-normal distribution for
TP |HS (e.g. Bitner-Gregersen and Haver (1989), Mathisen and Bitner-Gregersen (1990), Haver
and Winterstein 2009). These are combined to estimate the joint density fHS ,TP . More generally,
for example in the case of three environmental variables {X1, X2, X3}, it is always possible to
factorise the joint density as
fX1,X2,X3(x1, x2, x3) = fX3|X1,X2(x3|x1, x2)fX2|X1(x2|x1)fX1(x1)
with equivalent factorisations for permutations of the three variables. Estimating the joint distri-
bution on the left hand side therefore reduces to estimating all of the distributions on the right
hand side. Depending on the statistical characteristics of {X1, X2, X3}, estimating all the distri-
bution on the right hand side may be more straightforward to achieve in practice, in which case
the factorisation is useful. Specifying a physically-realistic and useful conditional structure for m
variables {X1, X2, ..., Xm} becomes increasingly problematic as m increases; Bitner-Gregersen and
Haver (1989, 1991), Francois et al. (2007), Bitner-Gregersen (2015) provide examples with differ-
ent levels of complexity of dependence structure. The conditional structure can often be usefully
expressed as a graphical model (e.g. Jordan 2004; Barber 2012).
Once a useful conditional structure is established, we need to estimate the densities involved. In
general, different functional forms are considered based on inspection of the data. For the tail of
the distribution of a random variable, a standard tail distribution (for example, Weibull, Gumbel,
Frechet, generalised Pareto, generalised extreme value) would seem to be a reasonable choice.
Choice of a suitable generic density for conditional densities for (say) X2|X1 or X3|X2, X1 is less
obvious. Bitner-Gregersen and Haver (1989, 1991) propose a two-parameter Weibull distribution
to describe the conditional distribution of wind speed given HS . Horn et al. (2018) applies the
approach to specify the joint distribution of a relatively large number of environmental variables.
Ideas from hierarchical graphical and copula models can be combined, as illustrated by Yu et al.
(2014) in a metocean context.
3.4. Conditional extremes model
The conditional extremes model is motivated by the existence of an asymptotic form for the
limiting conditional distribution of one or more conditioned random variables given a large value
of a conditioning variable for a large class of distributions (e.g. Heffernan and Tawn 2004; Heffer-
nan and Resnick 2007), on particular standard marginal scales. For a set X = {X1, X2, ..., Xm}
of environmental variables, it provides a flexible framework to estimate the joint distribution of
X−k = {X1, X2, ..., Xk−1, Xk+1, ...Xm} given that Xk (k = 1, 2, ...,m) is extreme in its marginal
distribution. The modelling procedure proceeds in four steps: (a) marginal extreme value mod-
elling of each of {Xj} independently, followed by (b) marginal transformation of each of {Xj}
independently to the corresponding variable in {X˜j} with standard Laplace marginal distribution,
(c) dependence modelling of X˜−k|X˜k > ψ for large ψ for each k, and (d) simulation under the
estimated model to estimate return values, environmental contours, etc. The conditional extremes
model with parameters α−k ∈ [0, 1]m−1 and β−k ∈ (−∞, 1]m−1 is given by
X˜−k|{X˜k = x˜k} = α−kx˜k + x˜β−kk W−k for x˜k > ψ, for each k
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where W−k is a residual process assumed to be distributed as W−k ∼ MVN(µ−k, diag(ζ−k)) with
mean µ−k and variance ζ−k (elements of which positive) for model estimation only. Threshold
ψ ∈ R is defined as the quantile of the standard Laplace distribution with appropriately high
non-exceedance probability κ ∈ (0, 1). Keef et al. (2013) provide additional constraints on the
parameters of the conditional extremes model. An outline of the approach is given by Jonathan
et al. (2010) in application to wave spectral characteristics.
Extensions incorporating covariates (Jonathan et al. 2014b), to conditioning on multiple loca-
tions (Papastathopoulos et al. 2017), to modelling the evolution of time-series (Winter and Tawn
2016; Tendijck et al. 2018) and the spatial distribution of extremes (Shooter et al. 2018) have re-
cently been reported. The main advantage of the conditional extremes model compared with copula
or hierarchical models is that it incorporates a full class of asymptotic extremal dependence (e.g.
Coles et al. (1999)), and also allows relatively straightforward extension to higher dimensions. Of
course, the conditional extremes method relies on having sufficient sample to be able to estimate
the marginal and conditional tails adequately.
4. Estimating contours
In this section, we outline the different types of contour (in Sections 4.3 and 4.4) typically used
to describe the environment, and then discuss how response-based design (Section 4.5) also yields
joint distributions of associated environmental variables which can be usefully summarised using
a contour. First, we provide a brief summary of some of the literature on joint modelling of the
ocean environment leading to contour estimation.
4.1. Overview of literature
Joint modelling of environmental variables, and the construction of environmental contours, has
a long history. Haver (1987), Bitner-Gregersen and Haver (1989, 1991) present joint models for
environmental variables from which environmental contours can be estimated. Winterstein et al.
(1993) introduces the IFORM method, motivated by transformation of the joint distribution of
environmental variables to standard multivariate Normal using the Rosenblatt transformation.
Leira (2008) provides a comparison of stochastic process models for definition of design con-
tours. Jonathan et al. (2014a) and Huseby et al. (2015a) present methods for estimation of joint
exceedance contours based on direct Monte Carlo simulation under a model for the joint distribution
of environmental variables. Haselsteiner et al. (2017) estimate highest density contours, again using
a random sample simulated under a model for the joint distribution of environmental variables.
Haselsteiner et al. (2017) also provides an illuminating discussion of the characteristics of different
approaches to environmental contour estimation. The approaches of Haver (1987), Jonathan et al.
(2014a) and Haselsteiner et al. (2017) seek only to find contours which describe the distribution of
environmental variables. The methods of Winterstein et al. (1993) and Huseby et al. (2015a), with
extra assumptions, provide a direct link between the characteristics of the environmental contour
and structural failure. Vanem and Bitner-Gregersen (2015) and Vanem (2017) provide comparisons
of different approaches to contour estimation.
Other literature (e.g. Tromans and Vanderschuren 1995, Gouldby et al. 2017, Jones et al.
2018) discusses how joint models for the environment can be combined with simple models for
structural responses given environment, to estimate the characteristics of response directly. As a
result, the joint distribution of environmental variables corresponding to an extreme response can
be estimated. Winterstein (2015) discusses incorporating the effects of direction and other sources
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of non-stationarity or homogeneity in design contour estimation. More generally, it is interesting
also to consider the influence of different structural responses (and modes of failure) active for a
particular structure on the desired characteristics of corresponding environmental contours. For
example, if there are nR independent structural responses, and the structure designed so that the
probability of failure with respect to each response is pF , then the overall failure probability is
nRpF ; yet if the responses are perfectly correlated the overall failure probability is still only pF . It
would seem reasonable in general to design to the overall failure probability, and to adjust failure
probabilities for individual responses to account for dependence; this in general would also require
inflation of environmental contours. We note recent developments which seek to estimate buffered
environmental contours (Dahl and Huseby 2018) which incorporate not just structural failure, but
the extent of structural failure.
Because of its prevalence in ocean engineering practice, we start our overview of methods for
contour estimation using the IFORM approach. Then (in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4) we describe
related approaches to estimating joint exceedance and isodensity contours. Finally, we consider
direct estimation of the distribution of long-term response (in Section 4.5).
4.2. IFORM contours
The IFORM method of Winterstein et al. (1993) typically assumes a hierarchical model (Sec-
tion 3.3) for the joint distribution of the environmental variables. We assume that we can describe
the joint distribution of variables X sufficiently well that a transformation of variables is possible,
so that the joint probability distribution of the transformed variables takes on a particularly simple
form. The transformation is achieved by re-expressing the set X = {X1, X2, ..., Xm} as a set of
(independent) conditional random variables X˜ = {X˜1, X˜2, ..., X˜m}. For example, for appropriately
ordered variables we can write X˜1 = X1, X˜2 = X2|X1 and X˜3 = X3|X1, X2 and so on, with





That is, by design, the random variables X˜ are independent of each other, and can hence be
transformed independently to standard Gaussian random variables U = {U1, U2, ..., Um} via the
probability integral transform
FX˜j (x) = Φ(uj) for j = 1, 2, ...,m
where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard Gaussian distribution. Isodensity
contours in U -space, with a given non-exceedance probability, can be back-transformed to the
original physical space. It should be noted (Section 2.2.1) that isodensity in U -space does not
correspond to isodensity in X-space however. The non-exceedance probability corresponding to
the IFORM contour can be related to the probability of structural failure, given certain assumptions,
as explained in Section 4.5. We also note recent work by Chai and Leira (2018a) on constructing
inverse second-order (ISORM) contours.
4.3. Joint exceedance contours
The equations in Section 2 illustrate the key characteristic of a T -year return value: namely that
it defines a region A with closed boundary {x(θ)} for θ ∈ C of the domain over which variables are
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defined associated with probability 1−1/T per annum, and a complementary set with “exceedance”
probability 1/T . In a multivariate setting, for a pair of variables for simplicity, Equation 2 shows
one way to define A using the joint cumulative distribution function, leading to the so-called joint
exceedance contour. However, A could be defined quite arbitrarily, provided that it corresponds
to the desired non-exceedance probability. In practice, A might even correspond to the union of
disjoint sets; the only requirement is that the probability p associated with A is 1− 1/T .
The IFORM procedure of Section 4.2 provides a specific approach to the estimation of region
A and hence of joint exceedance contours. IFORM is used typically for offshore applications.
Joint exceedance contours are also widely used in coastal applications(e.g. DEFRA / Environment
Agency 2003, Gouldby et al. 2017), and their limitations in terms of naive estimation of extreme
responses recognised for some time.
4.3.1. Direct sampling contours (Huseby et al. 2015a)
The IFORM-method (Section 4.2) produces a contour where the probability of any convex failure
region in the transformed Gaussian U -space which do not overlap with the interior of the contour
is less than or equal to a given target probability. When this contour is transformed back to the
environmental X-space, however, this probabilistic interpretation is no longer valid (as explained
in Section 2.2.1). The direct sampling contour (Huseby et al. 2013, 2015a,b, 2017) is constructed
so that it has the same probabilistic properties in the environmental space as the IFORM contour
has in transformed space. This implies that the region A enclosed by the direct sampling contour
is always convex; that is, for any two points in A, the straight line joining them would also be in
A.
Estimating the direct sampling contour in two-dimensions is relatively easy, based on a simula-
tion under a model for the joint distribution of variables X1 and X2 (see Section 3). For probability
level α, following Huseby et al. (2015a), we first find the function C(θ), the (1− α)-quantile of the
distribution of the projection X1 cos(θ) +X2 sin(θ) for each value of θ ∈ [0, 2pi)
C(θ) = inf {C : Pr ([X1 cos(θ) +X2 sin(θ)]) > C) = α} .
Then we estimate the contour C = {(x1(θ), x2(θ)) : θ ∈ [0, 2pi)} using
x1(θ) = C(θ) cos(θ)− dC
dθ
sin(θ),




and potentially further smooth C as a function of θ. Following Winterstein et al. (1993), for
at T -year return period, it is recommended that the value of α be set to 1/T . Generalisations
to higher dimensions is mathematically straightforward; three-dimensional contours based on the
direct sampling approach are presented in Vanem (2018).
4.3.2. Joint exceedance contours (Jonathan et al. 2014a)
Jonathan et al. (2014a) propose joint exceedance contours for which a particular probabil-
ity at any point on the contour is constant. Specifically, in two-dimensions, the closed contour





∗)Xj > rj(θ; r∗)xj(θ))) = α
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for α ∈ (0, 1), where r(θ; r∗) = {r1(θ; r∗), r2(θ; r∗)} is defined by r(θ; r∗) = x(θ) − r∗ and r∗ is a
reference location for the distribution under consideration. In some cases, it is appropriate that
r∗ refer to some central feature (for example, mean, median or mode). In other situations, when
we are interested solely in the large values of a variable X1 (say), it might be appropriate to set
r∗1 = 0. We estimate the contour using simulation under a model for the joint distribution of X1, X2;
but we might choose to estimate the contour for any transformation of variables, in particular to
independent standard normals U1, U2. The probability p associated with region A enclosed by the
contour is a (generally unknown) function of α. The value of p can be set to approximately 1−1/T
by iteration over different choices of α. Again, we can potentially further smooth the contour as a
function of θ.
4.4. Isodensity contours
Another obvious approach would be to define contours using the joint probability density func-
tion fX of the environmental variables instead of its cumulative distribution function FX . If we
assume to start that fX is uni-modal, we might choose a value τ such that
fX(xτ ) = τ
defines a closed contour {xτ (θ)} for θ ∈ C enclosing a set A in x-space such that fX > τ within
A. This defines an isodensity contour (or a contour of constant probability density); see e.g.
DNVGL-RP-C205 (2017). The approach can be extended to include multi-modal fX (Haver 1987,
Haselsteiner et al. 2017).
Kernel density estimation (Section 3.1) is a popular choice for estimation of isodensity contours,
but this choice is problematic for estimating the tails of distributions since the relatively arbitrary
choice of kernel function and its width tend to dominate the shape of the tail; we would prefer that
the shape of the tail was informed more directly by the data.
4.5. Relating environmental contours to response
If the objective of a study is to estimate environmental conditions corresponding to extreme
structural responses, the obvious approach is direct estimation of the characteristics of the N -year
maximum response and the environments which generate it. In contrast to Section 4.3-4.4, the
purpose of this analysis is not characterisation of extreme environments, but rather of environments
related to extreme responses. Response-based methods obviously require at least some information
about the response function. Of course, if structural response is monotonically related to a dominant
environmental driver variable, then the resulting contours may be quite similar; but this is not
always the case. A number of different approaches relying on some knowledge of the response have
been developed and applied over the past thirty years (e.g. Coles and Tawn (1990); Tawn (1992);
Winterstein et al. (1993); Tromans and Vanderschuren (1995); Hawkes et al. (2002)).
4.5.1. Approximating the response
When evaluation of R|X is demanding (see Section 2.2.2), an alternative approach is to adopt
a simple approximation to the response function which can be easily evaluated. Sometimes, the
functional form is relatively apparent from physical considerations (for example, the semi-empirical
Morison equation (Morison et al. 1950) for the drag and inertial forces on a body); in this case, it is
usually necessary to set the parameters of the response function to correspond with the structure of
interest. Nevertheless, once set, structural loads can be estimated quickly for given environment x.
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This is the basis of, for example, the generic load model of Tromans and Vanderschuren (1995), and
the response-based joint probability model in coastal applications (e.g. Gouldby et al. 2017). More
generally, a statistical model (known as an emulator) can be used to estimate R|X. The emulator
is estimated by evaluating R|{X = x} for points x drawn from a set of representative environments
X (which itself can be a computationally demanding analysis), and then fitting a statistical model
such as a response surface to explain response in terms of the environmental variables. Once
estimated, the emulator provides rapid evaluation of R|{X = x} for any x, and hence of associated
environmental values corresponding to the N -year maximum response (in Section 2.2.2). It is a
natural framework for error propagation and uncertainty quantification.
4.5.2. Sampling from environmental contours
The direct estimation of the distribution FMR,N of the N -year maximum response MR,N , and
hence of the joint distribution FX|MR,N of environmental variables associated with it is often com-
putationally complex. In such cases, reducing the number of evaluations of R|X made is advan-
tageous. It is intuitive therefore that we should focus on values x of environmental variables (to
evaluate R|{X = x}) corresponding to extreme environments to achieve this; the N -year environ-
mental contour provides one approach to identifying those environments. We can also associate
the N -year environmental contour with the probability of structural failure in the same period, as
described in Section 1.2 and outlined here.
Reliability theory
Engineering codes stipulate that marine structures should be designed to exceed specific levels of
reliability, usually expressed in terms of an annual probability of failure. Reliability theory provides
an approach to estimating required structural strength and environmental design conditions causing
failure. Structural failure is assumed to occur when structural loads R exceed structural resistance
or strength S, expressed in terms of the equation
S −R = gX(X) < 0 ,
where gX(X) is a limit state expression for a particular failure mechanism (or “failure surface”
for brevity) and the vector X represents all of environmental, hydraulic loading and structural
variables appropriate to a particular problem, with joint probability density function fX(x). In
the context of floating structures and ships, R might correspond to a motion response of the vessel
(such as roll) and S to a limiting value for roll at which structural integrity is deemed impaired.
The probability pF of structural failure can then be evaluated using
pF = Pr(gX(X) < 0) =
∫
gX(x)<0
fX(x) dx . (3)
For a given environment, pF can clearly be reduced by increasing S, since then the region of x
space for which S − R < 0 is reduced. In this way, structural strength can be adjusted to achieve
desired pF . Solving Equation 3 however presents multiple challenges of first specifying gX and
fX adequately, and then performing the computation reasonably. We note that the form of gX
is in general quite arbitrary, and that estimating g adequately for a full-scale structure is likely
to be problematic. If we suspect that extreme environments X produce extreme responses R,
adequate characterisation of the joint tails of fX will be necessary to estimate pF well, requiring
careful multivariate extreme value analysis of the environment. However, for a resonant frequency
response of a floating structure, estimating some tail aspects may be less critical. Other responses
such as fatigue are not governed by extremes of the environment in general.
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Linearising the failure surface
Due to the complexity of solving Equation 3, approximate approaches have been sought, includ-
ing the use of environmental contours. For example, IFORM typically adopts a hierarchical model
outlined in Section 4.2 to estimate fX and hence contours of constant probability density in the
transformed Gaussian U -space, with given probabilities of non-exceedance. The direct sampling
method of Section 4.3.1 generates contours in the original X-space of environmental variables with
given non-exceedance probability.
Solving Equation 3 is still not easy, since failure surface gX is unknown. To overcome this,
the direct sampling and IFORM methods make the assumption that a linear approximation to
the failure surface at the design point is appropriate. This approximation is made on the original
X-scale for direct sampling, and on the transformed U -scale for IFORM; this is the key difference
between the methods. There is no a-priori physical reason for assuming that linearisation of the
failure surface is appropriate, and the assumption must be justified on engineering grounds on a
case-by-case basis. In certain applications, for example of wave loads on fixed structures, extreme
loads typically correspond to severe sea states; in this situation, we might assume load to be
dominated by significant wave height HS . It is then probably reasonable to assume that the set
x of values (including HS) such that gX(x) < 0 (and the corresponding set u of values such that
gU (u) < 0) is convex. In this case, assuming gX (or gU ) to be linear leads to a conservative
overestimate of the probability of failure associated with a given contour. However, we emphasise
that there is no guarantee that either gX or gU is convex in general. Hence there is no guarantee
that linearising the failure surface is reasonable, and that the probability of failure will be smaller
than that associated with the environmental contour.
Finding governing conditions
In a typical IFORM analysis, once the environmental contour {u(θ)} (the surface of a hyper-
sphere, for θ ∈ C) is estimated in U -space, we find the point u(θ∗) ∈ {u(θ)} corresponding to the
largest values of response (and hence the lowest value of structural failure pF for given structural
strength S). Then u(θ∗) is transformed back to a corresponding x(θ∗) (in terms of the original
variables) which is taken as the design set corresponding to the specified failure probability. Other
points of interest, for example the whole contour {u(θ)} in the transformed space, can be similarly
transformed to the original space. In a direct sampling analysis, the point x(θ∗) can be identified
directly in X-space.
Lutes and Winterstein (2014) generalised IFORM to dynamic systems. Chai and Leira (2018b)
describe the use of the second-order reliability method (SORM) for contour estimation.
4.6. Adjusting contours for model mis-specification and short-term variation
We use the N -year environmental contour for the set X to provide a computationally-fast but
potentially biased estimate of the N -year response for the structure discussed in Section 4.5. A
typical approach is to estimate the distribution of the maximum response (in any 3-hour sea state,
corresponding to a specified return period) given values of environmental variables {x(θ)} on the
contour to identify a “design point” x(θ∗) ∈ {x(θ)} yielding the largest structural response. Then
a quantile qC with non-exceedance probability pC (for example typically the mode, median or
mean) of the distribution FR|X(r|x(θ∗)) is used to estimate some (possibly different) quantile qR
with non-exceedance probability pR of the distribution FMR,N (r) of the N -year maximum response.
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Quantile qC is used as an estimate for qR, where
FR|X(qC |x(θ∗)) = pC
and
FMR,N (qR) = pR .
There is no guarantee that qC and qR will coincide. Even if pC = pR, since FR|X(r|x) has a
long right-hand tail for any environment x, it is usually possible for “short-term variation” in
“less extreme” sea states to contribute to the distribution FMR,N , whereas this is by definition
not possible for the corresponding distribution FR|X(qC |x(θ∗)) from a single sea state x(θ∗). Mis-
specification of the environmental model, or violation of assumptions concerning the relationship
between environment and response, may also lead to disagreement between qC and qR. For this
reason, it is useful to define an inflation factor ∆ such that
qR = ∆qC ,
where we might expect ∆ > 1 for pC u pR. The factor ∆ can be used to inflate the whole environ-
mental contour if desired. Standard DNV-RP-C205 (2010) makes recommendation for appropriate
choices of qR, qC and the corresponding ∆. Section 5 provides illustrations of contour adjustment
for simple simulation models. It is apparent that, in situations where short-term variability is
relatively large compared with long-term variability, contour-based approaches should be use with
great caution.
5. Case studies: contours in practice
Section 4 outlines various forms of an environmental contour. In the absence of a unified ap-
proach to defining and applying contours (see Section 2 and Section 1.3), it is informative to
consider the practicalities of environmental contour estimation. Our objective in Section 5 is to
quantify how well estimates of extreme responses (in a three-hour sea state, for a particular return
period) on a contour compare with estimates obtained by direct simulation of the response. In this
sense we replicate the typical approach to application of contours: looking at response for a small
set of environmental conditions, in the hope that this analysis approximates the characteristics of
maximum response for that return period. In doing so, we discuss the key challenges in applying
contours, including choice of contour, sampling along the contour and contour inflation. As op-
posed to typical applications, we perform our analysis for four responses, whose relationship to the
environment is quantified entirely in terms of HS and TP , and is known to us. We are therefore
able to simulate from the known distributions to estimate the correct characteristics of response,
and hence to quantify the performance of contour-based estimated for maximum response. Then,
in Section 6, we summarise our findings regarding the estimation and application of environmental
contours for metocean design, with a particular focus on the appropriate use of contours, given
the extent of knowledge about the response: environmental contours are clearly useful under cer-
tain conditions, but these conditions need to be carefully defined so that the user knows when
environmental contours are likely to be a good option.
For simplicity in the case studies below, we define the environment in terms of a large historical
sample of sea-state HS and TP for a typical northern North Sea environment for the period 1979-
2013, from the NORA10-WAM hindcast (Reistad et al. 2011). NORA10 (Norwegian ReAnalysis
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10km grid) is a 58-year hindcast that has been developed by the Norwegian Meteorological Insti-
tute. It is a regional HIRLAM (atmosphere) and WAM Cycle-4 (wave) hindcast covering Northern
European waters. The regional model uses wind and wave boundary conditions from the ERA-
40 reanalysis (1958-2002) and is extended using the ERA-Interim reanalysis from 2002 onwards.
NORA10 produces three-hourly wave and wind fields at 10km resolution. We isolate storm peak
events using the procedure of Ewans and Jonathan (2008). We then estimate structural responses
using known non-linear functions of environmental variables corresponding to each storm event.
To construct an environmental contour, we require a statistical model for the environment. Here,
we achieve this by means of a conditional extremes model (Section 3.4) for the historical sample,
using a penalised piecewise constant (PPC) extreme value model (Ross et al. 2018) and software
(outlined in Appendix A.2). We choose the conditional extremes model because of its generality
and flexibility to model different forms of extremal dependence (e.g. Jonathan et al. 2010). The PPC
extreme value model allows the estimation of non-stationary marginal and conditional extremes for
peaks over threshold using a simple description of non-stationarity with respect to covariates in
marginal and dependence models. We use the PPC model to estimate a number of the environmental
contours discussed in Section 4 and investigate their characteristics, in particular their relationship
to extremes of structural response. Because of its recent popularity, we consider the direct sampling
contour (Section 4.3.1) in case studies 1 and 2. In case study 2, we also consider the joint exceedance
contour outlined in Section 4.3.2 and the isodensity contour (Section 4.4). To estimate any of these
contour methods requires a (HS , TP ) sample simulated under the environmental model. The
isodensity contour is similar to the approach of Haver (1987) recommended in the DNVGL-RP-
C205 (2017) standard.
5.1. Case study 1
In this case study we consider the direct sampling contour of Section 4.3.1 only. The objective
of the case study is to examine the general correspondence between estimates for the distribution
of the 100-year maximum response MR,100. We compare an estimate from direct simulation of
R (taken to be accurate) and one generated from combinations of HS and TP on the 100-year
environmental contour. We make this comparison for a number of different responses.
The procedure we use is intended to reflect common practice in industry. Once the contour is
estimated, we identify a “frontier” interval of the contour which we think might be informative for
estimation of response. In the current work, we assume that the “frontier” corresponds to the whole
interval of the environmental contour lying close to pairs of HS , TP values present in the sample.
Then we consider two possibilities: (a) that only a single combination of HS and TP corresponding
to the maximum value HmaxS of HS on the contour is informative for estimating MR,100, and (b)
that the whole frontier interval is informative. Then, for scenario (a), we estimate the distribution








where {x100(θi)}Lk=1 defines a set of equally-spaced points on the 100-year contour on the frontier
interval. We can then compare quantiles of the distributions from scenarios (a) and (b) with
quantiles estimated from direct simulation of MR,100. Vanem (2017) notes a trade-off between
the number of points on the contour used to evaluate the response, the quality of the estimate of
response and the computation time required.
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A total of four responses R1, R2, R3, R4 were considered. Two responses correspond to output
of a structural response simulator for maximum base shear (R1, for a typical fixed structure) and
maximum heave (R2, for a floating structure), as a function of HS and TP for a three-hour sea
state. These response simulators assume that the most probable value of maximum response in a
sea state can be written as a closed form expression in terms of a number of sea state variables,
including sea state HS and TP . The actual value of maximum response is then simulated from a
Rayleigh distribution with the most probable maximum response as scale parameter.
A further two synthetic responses are defined, which are simple deterministic functions of HS
and TP , using the following equation
Ri =
αiHS
(1 + βi(Tp − Tp0,i)2) for i = 3, 4, (4)
where Tp0,i (in seconds) is the resonant peak period for response Ri . The values of {αi, βi, Tp0,i}
are {2, 0.007, 7} and {2, 0.005, 26} for i = 3, 4 respectively. These combinations of parameters
were chosen to provide large responses at different neighbourhoods of the environmental space, and
hence to correspond to different frontier intervals. The distribution of maximum response MR,100
for synthetic responses R3, R4 was estimated by generating multiple environmental simulations
corresponding to periods of 100 years, calculating response per sea state and storing only the
maximum response observed and the values of HS and TP responsible for it. For responses R1, R2,
PPC was used to extend the environmental model to include response; simulation under the model
was then again used to accumulate the distribution of MR,100.
For each response in turn, the mean value M¯R,100 of the maximum 100-year response MR,100
is plotted in Figure 1, and coloured by the value of MR,100. Also plotted in the figure are direct
sampling contours corresponding to 20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 100 and 200 years. Note that for each
response Ri, only combinations of HS and TP giving rise to a least one occurrence of MRi,N appear
in the figure.
[Figure 1 about here.]
The figure shows typical features of the different responses. Synthetic response R3 shows resonance
effects TP ≈ 13s. Maximum base sheer (R1) and synthetic response R4 increase with increasing
HS and TP . This is true in general for maximum heave (R2), but there are clearly large values
of MR2,100 within even the 20-year environmental contour. That is, there are relatively benign
environmental conditions, not even exceeding the 20-year contour, which sometimes generate the
100-year maximum response. For contours to be useful, we would expect to see the largest values
of 100-year maximum response lying outside the 100-year contour, and smallest values of response
within it. This is approximately the case for all responses, but certainly not always true for R2.
The extent to which the maximum response on the 100-year environmental contour agrees with
the actual distribution of MR,N from simulation can be assessed by comparing an estimate for the
distribution of the true response against that evaluated for conditions on the contour, as illustrated
in Figure 2. It shows kernel density estimates for {MRi,100} estimated by direct simulation (in
dashed blue; which can be regarded as “the truth”). The figure also shows corresponding kernel
density estimates for fMR,100Frontier of MR,100 from combinations of (HS , TP ) lying on the contour
frontier (scenario (b), shown in Figure 1), for a range of choices of N .
[Figure 2 about here.]
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There is an obvious ordering of response density estimates with increasing return period, partic-
ularly for responses R3 and R4 as might be expected. Further, the location of densities estimated
from different N -year environmental contours agrees to some degree with that of the true density
of MR,100. Moreover, for most cases the location of the quantile (see Section 4.6 with pC = pR)
of the distribution of maximum response with non-exceedance probability exp(−1) (henceforth the
“exp(−1)” value) of the density estimate from the 100-year environmental contour is in reasonable
agreement with the location of the true exp(−1) value. Following Section 4.6, defining ∆ as the
ratio of the exp(−1) quantile of the true 100-year maximum response to the exp(−1) quantile of
the distribution from the 100-year environmental contour, we see that the environmental contour
approach underestimates the exp(−1) response by between 1% and 9% for these examples.
We next perform a similar comparison of response distributions, this time using only (HS , TP )
combinations near the point on the contour with maximum HS (that is, scenario (a), to estimate
fMR,100Point). Results, shown in Figure 3, have similar general characteristics to those of Figure 2.
Values of ∆ in the interval (0.98, 1.04) are estimated. In the current illustrations, therefore, it
appears that both scenarios (a) and (b) provide reasonable estimates for the exp(−1) quantile of
MR,100.
[Figure 3 about here.]
5.2. Case study 2
Here we extend the study of Section 5.1 for responses R1 (maximum base shear) and R2 (max-
imum heave), specifically to make a comparison of direct sampling contours, joint exceedance con-
tours (Section 4.3.2), and isodensity contours (from a conditional extremes analysis in Section 3.4).
For brevity, these approaches are henceforth referred to as “direct sampling”, “joint exceedance”
and “empirical density” respectively in this section.
Figure 4 shows minima {MminRi,100} and maxima {MmaxRi,100} values of maximum responses {MRi,100}
from the same 1000 simulations used to generate Figure 1. The colour of each disc in the top row
indicates the value of the minimum 100-year maximum response seen for that combination of HS
and TP , using the same algorithm as for Figure 1 to identify near neighbours. The bottom row shows
corresponding values of maximum 100-year maximum response. It is clear that there is considerable
variability in response for a given pair of values for HS and TP . 100-year environmental contours
from each of the direct sampling, joint exceedance and empirical density methods are also shown in
the figure. All contours have a similar frontier interval. There is good agreement between the direct
sampling and joint exceedance contours in particular on the frontier interval; this is not surprising
since the underlying methods have similar motivations. For the same simulation size, the empirical
density contour is more difficult to estimate without applying considerable smoothing. Comparing
the top and bottom rows of the figure, it also appears that the natural variability in the response
(near the frontier interval of the contours) dominates any variability in the value of response along
the contours. In this case, therefore, none of the contours is particularly preferable; any of them
would give approximately the same quality of estimate for MR,100.
It is interesting and intuitively appealing that the (yellow) area of largest values of maximum
response (on the bottom row of the figure) is centred approximately on the frontier interval of the
contours. However, for synthetic response R3 in Figure 1, we see that the frontier interval is offset
(to lower TP ) from part of the environmental contour corresponding to largest HS : focussing on
an interval on the contour corresponding to largest HS to estimate MR,100 would seem particularly
suspect in this case, regardless of the choice of contour method.
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Overall, it appears that the key to success is ensuring that the response is quantified (using
time-domain simulation or other) at a sufficient number of (HS , TP ) combinations on or near the
frontier interval of any reasonably well-defined contour.
[Figure 4 about here.]
6. Discussion and conclusions
As shown in Section 4, environmental contours provide useful characterisations of the extent of
the joint distribution of environmental variables. Some contour methods assume particular para-
metric forms for the (conditional) distributions of environmental variables; other methods generate
convex contours on particular scales; other contour approaches are only defined on part of the
domain of environmental variables. There is concern in the user community that a contour should
“look right”, closely hugging the boundaries of scatter plots of historic or simulated environmental
variables.
The usual motivation for applying a contour approach in ocean engineering is to find environ-
mental conditions efficiently (for a return period of N years say) which will generate approximately
the N -year maximum response. Environmental contours therefore provide a means of reducing the
burden of running full long-term response analysis for a wide range of environmental conditions.
Different types of environmental contours find favour based on their ability to estimate the N -year
maximum response from the N -year environmental contour.
An environmental contour is estimated with no regard whatsoever to structural details. Since
environmental contours are independent of structural specifics, they can then be used in principle to
study different structures in a given environment provided that the underlying assumptions linking
environment and structure are not violated.
There is no fundamental link between points on an environmental contour and structural re-
sponse in general, and no reasonable expectation therefore that points on the N -year environmental
contour should yield the N -year maximum response. Attempts have been made to compare differ-
ent environmental contour methods using a response-based criterion, although it is mathematically
obvious and generally recognised in the user community that no single approach is appropriate
for all structure and response types, and that considerable ambiguity will always remain. The
manner in which an environmental contour relates to extreme response depends on the specifics of
the structure. However, for typical HS-driven structures, empirical evidence suggests the responses
generated from points along the environmental contour in (HS , TP )-space for a given return period
are reasonable estimates of the actual maximum response corresponding to the same return period.
In the presence of resonant response and non-extreme values of TP , using points from the contour
near the maximum HS can be misleading, since the response is not completely HS-dominated. It
is critical therefore that the dominant environmental variables are included in the estimation of
environmental contour. It is apparent from physical considerations that extreme occurrences of
some structural responses should not coincide with those of extreme environmental variables; the
N -year environmental contour is unlikely to provide any guidance regarding the N -year maximum
response for such responses. We also note methods to adjust (or inflate) contours to correct for
sources of bias (for estimation of extreme response) including the effects short-term variability, vi-
olation of (marginal and dependence) modelling assumptions, uncertainty in parameter estimates,
etc.
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There is some debate within the user community regarding the relative merits of using ob-
servations of the environmental variables for serially-dependent sea states, compared with near-
independent storm peak characteristics. Given that the rates of occurrence of events are taken into
account, both can provide useful estimates of joint models for the environment and hence environ-
mental contours. The advantage of using sea state data is that sample size is large, potentially
allowing a more detailed description of the joint distribution of environmental parameters to be
estimated. However, because sea state data is serially-correlated, naive estimates of uncertainties
for model parameters and inferences under the model will be too small, but can be corrected (for
example, using sandwich estimators or bootstrap resampling).
Multi-modal distributions of environmental variables can be caused by different physical pro-
cesses or by covariate effects (for example, fetch length as a function of direction); in these cases,
isodensity contours may be more reasonable summaries of the joint distribution than those based
on joint exceedance, since there may be regions of low probability between modes. Further it
may be useful to partition the environmental space by covariate and perform separate analyses per
partition. Alternatively, it is also possible to estimate joint models incorporating covariate effects.
Basing design conditions on the N -year environmental contour alone neglects sources of bias
and variability in estimation of the N -year maximum response, including short-term variability in
response. Approximate methods to inflate the environmental contour, or adjust its return period,
are available. It is always possible, given fully-specified environments and structural responses,
to estimate inflation factors which map some quantile of the distribution of N -year maximum
response onto the corresponding quantile of the distribution of maximum response given sea states
on the environmental contour. However, the value of inflation factor in general will be a function
of quantile level, the structure and the response. It is likely that estimating inflation factors (or
adjusting contour return periods) based on comparing central characteristics (for example, mean,
median or mode) of response distributions will prove more stable, since Monte Carlo simulations
of a given size provide better estimates of central characteristics than those of tails.
In some applications, it may be that environmental contours will be used to estimate multiple
correlated responses. In such cases, care needs to be taken that the contour is used to estimate
the responses jointly corresponding to a given return period, rather than estimating independent
marginal return values.
As can be seen from the end-user survey in Appendix A.1, there are valid concerns regarding
a sensible definition of an environmental contour, its estimation and adjustment in relation to
structural response. There are many articles in the literature comparing different contour methods,
inflation factors etc. However, in reality, most sensibly-proposed contour methods (including the
direct sampling, joint exceedance and empirical density examined here) locate the frontier interval
of the contour within the same region of environmental space. Uncertainties due to the details
of the structure, and even when the structure is defined to the natural variability of structural
response given the environment, are in general issues of far greater concern. Any reasonable choice
of contour, given the considerations explored in this paper, will suffice.
Methods such as IFORM and the direct sampling method are advantageous in that they impose
a link between environment and structure by make assumptions about the characteristics of fail-
ure surfaces as a function of the environmental variables. Given these assumptions, it is possible
to link the exceedance probability associated with a given environmental contour with structural
failure probability. Although conditions from an N -year environmental contour need not result
exactly in N -year responses, IFORM and direct sampling provide at least some understanding of
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how an N -year environmental contour is related to the N -year maximum response. Both IFORM
and direct sampling approaches assume a linearised failure boundary. The basic difference between
the approaches arises from the fact that linearisation for IFORM is performed in the transformed
U -space, and in direct sampling approach in the original X-space of environmental variables (e.g.
Vanem and Bitner-Gregersen 2015; Vanem 2017 and references therein). For both IFORM and
direct sampling contours, the relationship established is between the exceedance probability asso-
ciated with the contour (on some scale) and the probability of structural failure. This does not
guarantee however that searching along an IFORM or direct sampling contour for return period T
will isolate the key features of the T -year maximum response; the relative performance of IFORM
and direct sampling in estimating extreme responses is application-dependent.
For better specification of design conditions, a response model is necessary. To determine the
frontier interval of a design contour within the domain of environmental variables, inflation factors
for contours etc., some knowledge of, or working assumption regarding the response is required.
As specification of the response evolves, sufficient, for example, to estimate the frontier interval
and inflation factors, arguably there is already sufficient information (or supposition) to use better
models to describe approximate responses and their uncertainties. From a statistical perspective,
it is hard to avoid the impression that, in terms of estimating extreme structural response, an
environmental contour is just an approximation to a sample from the tail of the distribution of
environmental variables. In fact, for most purposes, an appropriate sample from the tail of the
distribution of environmental variables would be preferable. Furthermore, with the advent of
methods such as statistical emulation (used widely in approximating complex physical systems,
including metocean design e.g. Gouldby et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2018), a computationally-efficient
approximate response model can be estimated, along with its uncertainty, for many if not all
applications. Given this, the emulator would provide a mechanism for response-based design in
all situations, avoiding the need for environmental contours completely. It is apparent that the
coastal engineering community is already moving in this direction (e.g. Gouldby et al. 2017); a key
assumption with statistical emulation is that a representative set of cases is available to quantify
all important relationships between environment and structural loading. Nevertheless, part of the
user-cited strength of the environmental contour method is its relative simplicity and computational
efficiency. There is clearly a trade-off between a thorough probabilistic response-driven analysis
(which may be technically more involved and less familiar to the practitioner) compared to a
simple approximate approach (with which the user is relatively familiar and confident).
Given the above considerations, and comments in the end-user survey, to assist the practitioner
in deciding when and where to use an environmental contour approach, we present the following
brief check-list. We recommend the use of environmental contours in the following circumstances.
6.1. When to use environmental contours
• Nature of responses and environmental variables are known: The dominant struc-
tural responses are all known. The dominant environmental variables driving each structural
response are all known, and the value of response is dominated by long-term variability of the
environmental variables: extreme environments produce extreme responses. The influence
of short-term environmental variability is relatively small. [There are some responses (for
example, fatigue) that are not dominated by extremes of the environment; environmental
contour methods are therefore not appropriate.]
• Response-based analysis is not possible: (a) There are no adequate computationally-
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efficient structural response models available. [If these models are available, a response-based
analysis should be performed.] (b) There are computationally-demanding structural response
models available, but no time or expertise to develop approximate structural response models
(for example, generic load models, statistical emulators) using these. [If these models can be
estimated, a response-based analysis should be performed.]
• At outline design stage: The specifics of the structure may not be clear at outline design.
For this reason, the environmental contour may provide a useful source of extreme sea states
suitable for evaluating a range of different structures.
Once it has been decided that an environmental contour approach is suitable, the following are
then recommended.
6.2. How to use environmental contours wisely
• Reality check: Remember that environmental contours are approximate methods that can
only provide approximations to extreme responses. The use of contour approaches may need
to be supported in final design by full long-term analysis.
• Sufficient environmental data available: There are sufficient historical data available
to estimate the joint distribution of all these environmental variables adequately using, for
example, a method from Section 3.
• Estimate more than one environmental model, and consider the sensitivity of the
model to arbitrary modelling choices: The sensitivity of environmental contour estimates
to arbitrary choices made when estimating a model for the joint distribution of environmental
parameters should be investigated. [When different equally-plausible environmental models
provide different contour estimates, the current research suggests that all contours should
be considered valid and used together for choice of environmental values corresponding to
extreme responses. Equally, the user might well be concerned when two different environ-
mental models provide materially different contour estimates (using a common contouring
approach).]
• If unsure which contour to use, estimate more than one type: Each type of en-
vironmental contour is seeking to achieve different objectives. If you are not clear which
contour is most suitable for your application, consider estimating contours of different types,
and establish approximate consistency of inferences from different contours. [When different
equally-plausible contours give materially different results, all contours should be consid-
ered valid and used together for choice of environmental values corresponding to extreme
responses.]
• Choose multiple points from the environmental contours for response evaluation:
Multiple combinations of values of environmental variables falling on or near the frontier
interval of the environmental contour should be used. [When the frontier interval is not known,
a wide set of combinations of values of environmental variables on or near the environmental
contour should be used. If in doubt, choose more points and choose points more widely.]
• Consider other sources of uncertainty: (a) How influential are the effects of covari-
ates (directionality, seasonality) [If important, fit a non-stationary environmental model (for
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example, using PPC from Section 5)]; (b) Have all environmental variables influencing the re-
sponse been considered in the environmental model and contours? [If not, consider estimating
environmental models and contours in higher dimensions].
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Figure 1: Mean 100-year maximum responses {M¯Ri,100} as a function of HS and TP estimated using 1000 realisations
(of length 100 years) of HS and TP . Points are coloured by the local mean value of maximum response estimated on a
lattice of values for HS and TP . Also shown are N -year (HS , TP ) direct sampling environmental contours for different
values of N ; contours are coloured yellow to dark brown by return period, in order of N = {20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 100, 200}
years. Panels on top row correspond to historic responses R1 (left) and R2 (right); panels on bottom row correspond
to synthetic responses R3 (left) and R4 (right).
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Figure 2: Kernel density estimates for 100-year maximum responses {MRi,100}. Estimates based on direct simulation
of response are shown in dashed blue. Other density estimates (solid lines) are calculated from (HS , TP ) combinations
lying near the corresponding N -year direct sampling contour shown in Figure 1, for N = {20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 100, 200}.
Coloured crosses indicate the location of the quantile of the response distribution with non-exceedance probability
exp(−1) along each contour; the blue dot gives the corresponding exp(−1) “true” response from the blue curve. The
factor ∆ by which the exp(−1) response of the 100-year environmental contour would need to be inflated to give the
true exp(−1) 100-year response is given in the title to each panel.
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Figure 3: Kernel density estimates for 100-year maximum responses {MRi,100}. Estimates based on direct simulation
of response are shown in dashed blue. Other density estimates (solid lines) are calculated from (HS , TP ) combinations
near the point on the corresponding N -year direct sampling contour (Figure 1) corresponding to maximum HS , for
N = {20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 100, 200}. Coloured crosses indicate the location of the quantile of the response distribution
with non-exceedance probability exp(−1) along each contour; the blue dot gives the corresponding exp(−1) “true”
response from the blue curve. The factor ∆ by which the exp(−1) response of the 100-year environmental contour
would need to be inflated to give the true exp(−1) 100-year response is given in the title to each panel.
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Figure 4: Minima ({MminRi,100}, top row) and maxima ({MmaxRi,100}, bottom row) of the 100-year maximum response, as
a function of HS and TP estimated using 1000 realisations (of length 100 years) of HS and TP for responses R1 (left)
and R2 (right). Points are coloured by the local minimum (top) or maximum (bottom) value of maximum response
estimated on a lattice of values for HS and TP . Each panel also shows 100-year environmental contours from each of
the direct sampling (black dot-dashed), joint exceedance (black dashed) and CE density (black solid) methods.
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Appendix A. Supporting information
Appendix A.1. Survey findings
Further details of the survey summarised in Section 1.3 are given here. For brevity, the respon-
dents full answers are summarised here. The full (anonymised) survey responses can however be
provided on request.
The survey questions were distributed to industry/consulting contacts of those involved in the
ECSADES project as well as authors of key literature in the area. We do not claim that this
sample is representative of the user community for contours, but hopefully it is informative. Of
the 19 respondents, a large number were based in Norway with contributions also from the US, the
Netherlands, the UK and Australia; with 7 from academia and 12 from industry/consulting.
1. How many times have you used environmental contours as part of your work in the last 3
years?
• Different frequencies of use: from daily to hardly ever
• Geographic variability: frequent use cited by respondents based in Norway, less frequent
in the U.S.
• Contours form an integral part of reliability assessment / design practices
• Academically, contours garner less interest. Appearing mainly in post-graduate projects
with industrial applications.
2. What kind of environmental contours do you use (for example, derived from FORM, or the
conditional extremes model of Heffernan & Tawn, or other)?
• Large user group for FORM/IFORM
• Conditional extremes approach of Heffernan and Tawn (2004)
• Marginal and dependence modelling based on threshold exceedance distributions
• AND and JOIN-SEA cited for coastal applications
• Kernel density estimation
• The need for contours in any form also questioned in the event that direct response-based
analysis is possible
3. For what purpose do you use environmental contours? Can you describe as precisely as
possible the information you take from the environmental contour, and how you use this? Do
you use the whole contour or just part of it? Which part of the contour, and why? Do you
actually need information about the whole contour? Do you take any steps to account for
uncertainties and potential biases?
• Two dimensional contour representing “N-year” environmental conditions is typically
estimated (never higher dimensions)
• Response analysis performed on a subset of points along the environmental contour
• Region of the contour over which this subset of points is focussed can be motivated by
physical understanding of mechanisms driving response, for example, wave-dominated
or resonant response
• Sometimes only “short term” response analysis performed; additional extrapolation from
“short-term” to “long-term” necessary.
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• N-year structural response is estimated from the responses resulting from conditions
defined by points on the environmental contour by:
– Inflating the response somehow: 90% quantile, median× 1.3 or other ad-hoc method,
to adjust for short-term variability
– Inflate environment: that is, explore responses for a contour representing a longer
return period (N)
• Bias, (epistemic) uncertainty and inherent (aleatory) randomness is almost never incor-
porated
4. What do you think are the advantages of using environmental contours?
• Environmental contours provide a reasonable approximate approach to estimate N-year
responses
• Industry-accepted
• Calculated without any knowledge of structure being designed; independent of the re-
sponse; same contour can be used for range of responses
• Simple to use, inexpensive, quick - especially for typical cases (for example, Hs-Tp)
• Computational efficiency compared full time-domain analysis
5. What, in your opinion, are the disadvantages or problems associated with using environmental
contours? Are there specific circumstances in which you find that environmental contours do
not work well or are difficult to use?
• Concern about details of choosing response from a subset estimated along the contour:
using arbitrary quantiles and scale factors etc.
• Simulations using short-term responses used to estimate long-term response; high quan-
tile necessary.
• Environmental contour method does not involve the response directly (so arbitrary cal-
ibration of response will always be necessary); response-based analysis is a better ap-
proach when possible
• Clients do not understand what the contour represents and how it has been calculated,
can therefore sometimes be a hard sell
• Lots of approaches to defining the contour, not clear which (if any) is better
• Nave application of statistical methods can yield physically unreasonable contours (for
example, non-physical wave steepness)
• Approaches to extending to higher dimensions (3D and above) or to multiple responses
are more ad-hoc, incorporating correct physics even more problematic
• Need to check conclusions using full-scale simulation / long-term analysis
• No obvious way to estimate the distributional properties of N-year response
• Uncertainties are rarely quantified
6. Do you use design guidelines or other literature sources to guide your use of environmental





• FORM/iFORM: Winterstein et al. (1993)
• JOIN-SEA: Hawkes et al. (2002)
• Heffernan and Tawn (2004)
• Shell LSM model for response-based design
Appendix A.2. PPC model
The penalised piecewise constant (PPC) extreme value model allows the estimation of non-
stationary marginal and conditional extremes for peaks over threshold using a simple description of
non-stationarity with respect to covariates in marginal and dependence models. An early deploy-
ment of the PPC model as software is described in Ross et al. (2018); the current version of the PPC
software, developed as part of the ECSADES project (see Section 7), is freely available from the
authors. For each observation xi in the sample {xi}, we assume that an associated (potentially vec-
tor) covariate θi is available. The value of covariate θi is used to allocate the observation to one and
only one of nC covariate intervals {Ck}nCk=1 by means of an allocation vector A such that k = A(i)
and {xi} =
⋃
Ck. For each k, all observations in the set {xi′}A(i′)=k with the same covariate
interval Ck are assumed to have common extreme marginal and dependence characteristics.
Non-stationary marginal extreme value characteristics of each variate Xj are then estimated in
turn using a generalised Pareto model and cross-validated roughness-penalised maximum likelihood
estimation. For variable Xj and covariate interval Ck, the extreme value threshold ψjk > 0 is
assumed to be a quantile of the empirical distribution of the variate in that interval, with specified
non-exceedance probability τj ∈ (0, 1), with τj constant across intervals, and estimated by counting.
Threshold exceedances are assumed to follow the generalised Pareto distribution with shape ξj ∈ R
and scale σjk > 0. ξj is assumed constant (but unknown) across covariate intervals, and the
reasonableness of the assumption assessed by inspection of diagnostic plots. Parameters ξj , {σjk}
are estimated by maximising the predictive performance of a roughness-penalised model, optimally
regulating the extent to which {σjk} varies across interval, using a cross-validation procedure.
After marginal fitting, the sample {xi} is transformed to standard Laplace scale as {x˜i} and the
conditional extremes model outlined in Section 3.4 fitted. Following the notation of that section,
for each choice of conditioning variate Xq, linear parameters α−q for the conditioned variates
vary across covariate bins with variation regularised using cross-validation to optimise predictive
performance for each response in turn. The corresponding value of exponent parameters β−k is
assumed constant with respect to covariates. Sets of residuals R−q from the fit, for each choice of
q are also isolated.
Simulation under the fitted model, and transformation of realisations to their original marginal
scale is then possible, corresponding to a return period of arbitrary length. In particular, samples
simulated under the model can be used to estimate environmental contours of different types, and
explore their relative characteristics. In practice, the full PPC modelling procedure is repeated for nU
bootstrap resamples of the original sample to capture sampling uncertainty, each resample using a
different choice of marginal and dependence thresholds to capture threshold uncertainty. Estimates
for marginal and dependence parameters therefore correspond to nU arrays of values capturing
sampling and threshold specification uncertainty, which are used to propagate uncertainty from
these sources into simulations under the model.
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We use the PPC model to estimate a number of the environmental contours discussed in Sec-
tion 4 and investigate their characteristics, in particular their relationship to extremes of structural
response. Specifically, because of its recently popularity, we consider the direct sampling contour
(Section 4.3.1); we also consider the joint exceedance contour outlined in Section 4.3.2. Both these
contour methods use a simulated sample under the environmental model as starting point. Further
we consider an isodensity contour (Section 4.4 based on the conditional extremes model of Sec-
tion 3.4; this approach infers the contour directly from the properties of the environmental model
with no need for simulation.
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